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 LED TRACK LIGHT 
Product Information
The LED track light of IL-TR series contain a high brightness COB LEDs as the light source. There designed to use aluminum reflector cup with 
multiple reflecting function. The IL-TR series products consist of a good thermal performance, low power dissipation, energy saving and a long 
lifespan. The color temperature of the light source come either with a pure white, warm white and or custom temperatures. There are two-wire 
and three-wire structure guide rails for the user to choose. This product can be widely used indoors, such as brand clothing shop in retail stores, 
supermarkets, hotels, exhibition rooms and museums.

Technical Parameter of IL-TR LED Track Light:
Decorative lighting (cove lighting, back lighting) for homes, hotels, stores, yachts, bars, automobiles etc; channel letter lighting for your stores, 
restaurants, bars etc; shop display lighting for your iems. because of its pliability, you can flex impact lighting inc’s LED Thin Glow™  Warm 
White / Cool White into different shapes and letters. in addition, with its colorfullighting output, you can more easily attract the attention of your 
potential customers.

SPECIFICATIONS

Type NO Color(K) Power(W) Lumen(lm) Power efficiency (lm/W)  Illumination (lx) Beam Angle 
           1m      2m     3m (Deg)
IL-TR0110 2178   7.994   456.18   57.06   383      96      43 25/45
  2505  8.016   483.36   60.29    508     127     56  25/45 
  2972   8.144   558.81   68.61    578     144     64  25/45
  4197   8.041   529.54   65.85    528      132    59  25/45
  5744   8.014   591.45   73.10    580      150     65  25/45

Product Dimensions (Unit: mm)
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Installation Instruction:
1. Guide rail installed into the pre-installation surface, and connect the power supply. 
2. Track light installed into the guide rail, can be powered for using.

Attention:
1. Recommended working environment temperature: -20 Deg.~40 Deg.. Humidity: 0-95%, storage environment temperature: -35Deg.~70 
Deg., If any of the three exceeds the range; it will be bad for lifespan of products. Caustic and deliquescent chemicals will damage the outside 
protection crust.
2. Indoor use only;
3. Should be installed by professionals.

Packaging, delivery and storage:
1. There are product name, part number, logo of the supplier, QC test certificate on the package box, and in the box there is product instruction.
2. It can be transported by truck, ship or plane, and canopy is necessary to stop the sun. Please keep the goods carefully when load and upload.
3. Please put the product in box if you do not use. Deleterious gas, combustible and explosive goods or caustic chemicals are forbidden to put in 
warehouse. Package box should be 20cm away from the ground, and 50cm at least away from the wall, heat source, windows or air entrance.

Accessories:
Name   Track   Light Accessories (customization)   Product instruction
Quantity  1  1     1
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